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fullthrottle
debut EP
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production
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HABIB1   Photo by
Kimberly Ihre

Stockholm
based
electronic
duo HABIB1
is brand
new.
They've
only
released one
track so far,
a club
stormer
titled "I'm
Done" for
the all
women
compilation
Sister:
Volume
One. Today,
they're
making their
introduction
proper with
an EP for

How Quavo’s insane Quavo
Huncho album art came
together

Watch Eminem’s video for
“Venom”

10 songs you need in your life
this week
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Swedish
label
Cherish. As
well as "I'm
Done,"
there's three
new elastic,
bassheavy
tracks,
blending
trance,
techno, and
reggaeton in
an assault on
the senses.

ADVERTISEMENT

HABIB1
(real names
Katherine
Zevallos and
Tina Mofidy
Rouhi) are
also known
in their city
as part of DJ
collective
KMODI. In

https://soundcloud.com/cherish-label
http://radarcollective.com/music/interview/kmodi/
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an email to
The
FADER,
they wrote:
“During the
making of
selfish, we
realized that
in order to
unleash any
inner source
of creativity,
you have to
let go of
rules and
regulations.
We
dissected
sounds that
made us feel
a certain
way and
focused on
heavy
rhythms and
bass.
Through the
process we
have
laughed and
danced a lot
and we hope
that every
single
person that
listens to our
music has
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ELECTRONIC, HABIB1

MORE FROM
FADER VIDEO
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Xav
Wu

those same
feelings.”
Get into it
below.

4
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